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PROGRESS ON A MATHEMATICAL INVERSION TECHNIQUE 
FOR NON-DESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION 
N. Bleistein and J. K. Cohen 
Denver Applied Analytics 
Denver, Colorado 80222 
ABSTRACT 
Last year, computer output was presented for synthetic pulse-echo data which was processed according 
to a mathematical imaging technique. This technique was based on the physical optics farfield inverse 
scatterina (acronym, POFFIS) formalism for scatterin9 by volume defects. This year, a number of theoret-
ical advances have been made in the POFFIS formal ism, with attendant revisions i.n the computer algorithm. 
Firstly, a revised POFFIS formalism was developed in which the surface of the scatterer is directly 
related to the scattering data. In this formalism, aperture limited scattering data yields an image of a 
corresponding aperture of the scattering surface of the defect. Secondly, this formalism will also yield 
an image of the scatterina surface of a crack. Thirdly, for true amplitude data, the impedance or reflec-
tion coefficient may be read directly from the computer output. Related to this last result was the 
elimination of an "image fading" phenomenon at certain critical an<Jles. Fourthly, the computer al9orithm, 
which was originally designed to process data for a spherically symmetric "trailer hitch", was modified 
(and tested) to process data when the range to the center of the coordinate system was different at each 
observation angle. Fifthly, the algorithm was modified (and tested) to process data when the average 
propagation speed varied with anqle. 
Implementation on a real data set is discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
A major objective of our present research in 
this program is to develop a technique for 9enera-
ting images of flaws inside the titanium "trailer 
hitch" samples described by Tittmann, etal. [1] 
from pulse-echo or backscatter data. The mathemat-
ical basis of the method used for generatinq these 
images is called the Physical Optics Far Field 
Inverse Scattering identity - to be referred to be-
low by the acronym POFFIS. 
As is implied by the term "physical optics", 
this is a high frequency method with "high" in 
practice meaning that the product (ka) of a typical 
wave number (k) and typical radius of the flaw (a) 
ranges between 3 and 7, however in the application 
below, the ranqe was 1.2 to 7. 
The term "far field" means that for this im-
plementation the size of the flaw to be imaged is 
"small" compared to the distance from the fla1~ to 
the outer surface of the test object. 
Parenthetically, it should be noted that the 
authors have developed mathematical inversions for 
the case of non-far-field data [2] and for non-far-
field and wide bar.d data [3] in two and three di-
mensions. The latter does not lend itself to im-
plementation with state of the art computers but, 
for high frequency data, a computer algorithm based 
on this inversion technique has been successfully 
implemented for both synthetic and real seismic 
data. The ka range was 3 to 7, slightly better for 
a high frequency theory than the above cited range 
used in the NDE problem. 
THE POFFIS IDENTITY 
The POFFIS formalism used here is based on an 
acoustic model of scattering of "probe" signals by 
the flaw. However, it can be shown that, for back-
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scatter, this does yield the dominant contribution 
in the case of elastic wave ~catterinq, as well. 
The scattered signals in the host (titanium) med-
ium are represented by a Kirchhoff integral over 
the surface of the flaw of the values of the scat-
tered field and its normal derivative. In the high 
frequency limit, these surface values are approx-
imately proportional to the values of the incident 
(probe) field and its normal derivative, the con-
stant of proportionality being (plus or minus) the 
reflection coefficient. These physical optics 
approximations are often credited to Kirchhoff. 
(Recent extensions of the physi.cal optics or Kirch-
hoff approximations to the elastodynamic case by 
Achenbac, etal. [4] make the extension of the en-
tire theory to the elastic case quite imminent). 
The fundamental POFFIS identity was developed 
by Bojarski [5] and was subsequently refined by the 
present authors and others [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15]. This iden-tity relates the Fourier 
transform of the characteristic function of the 
scatterino domain to the phase and range normalized 
backscattered field. The characteristic function 
of the scatterinq domain is equal to unity in that 
domain and zero outside. Thus knowledge of this 
function is sufficient to create an image of the 
flaw. The phase and range normalizations account 
for geometric spreading and delay time of propaga-
tion to and from the probe. 
Fourier inversion would require the use of 
full band width data, however, there are both 
practical and theoretical problems associated with 
the use of low freq~ency data in the POFFIS ident-
ity. Firstly, the low frequency data is often not 
available. Secondly, even when it is available, 
its use in a formula derived on the assumption of 
high frequency data, is suspect. Until recently, 
the problem of inversion withbut the use of low 
frequency data was overcome by a technique whose 
mathematical justification was developed in a ser-
ies of papers [13, 14, 15]. The basis of the tech-
nique was to apply Fourier inversion to yield a 
directional derivative of the characteristic func-
tion itself. The directional derivative is the 
product of a direction cosine and a Dirac delta 
function which peaks or. the boundary of the scat-
tering domain. In the above cited references it 
was shown that in two and three dimensions, the 
delta function behaves asymptotically (for high 
frequency) just like its one dimensional analog, 
namely, 1 ike a difference of "sine" functions which 
peak at the peak of the delta function. 
A computer program implementing these ideas 
was developed last year [16] and tested extensively 
on synthetic data. However, two disadvantages of 
th.is method remained to be overcome. Firstly, the 
direction cosine mentioned above is zero when the 
directional derivative is tangent to the (unknown) 
scattering surface. This leads to "image fading" 
in certain directions. Secondly, even \~hen this is 
not the case, one must correct for this direction 
cosine in a post-processing step in order to esti-
mate the impedance coefficient across the surface 
of the flaw. In practice, this step proved to be 
the least accurate of the implementation. 
Motivated largely by these shortco~ings, a 
computer algorithm was developed during this past 
year with an entirely new theoretical basis. In 
this revised formulation, the phase and range nor-
malized far field scattering amplitude is shown to 
be proportional to the Fourier transfo~ of the 
singular function of the scattering surface. The 
singular function is defined to be a Dirac delta 
function which peaks on the scattering surface. 
Thus, knowledge of this function provides a means 
of imaging the scattering surface, with no "image 
fading". Furthermore, as we shall show below, the 
impedance coefficient can be estimated in a 
straightforward manner .from the output of the com-
puter program. 
Another major advance of this new result is 
that the scattering surface need no longer be the 
closed boundary of an inclusion, but could be an 
open surface, i.e., a crack. 
Mathematically, the singular function may be 
defined in one of the following ways. Firstly, 
given a surface, S, let us introduce surface coor-
dinates u, v on S and a third coordinate s normal 
to S, as shown in Fig. 1. Then we denote positions 
in three-space by~= (x 1 , x2, x3 ) and we denote 
Fig. 1 
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the singular function by y, this function is de-
fined by 
y(~(s, u, v)) = o(s) (1) 
where 6 denotes the Dirac delta function. Alter-
natively, if the surface is described by ~(~) = 0, 
then 
(2) 
These two definitions can be shown to be equiv-
alent. In particular, the gradient factor in the 
second definition assures that the line integral of 
the singular function through the surface is equal 
to unity. 
The fourier transform of y is defined as 
y(k) = J d3x y(~) exp{-i ~ · ~) (3) 
By exploiting the singular nature of y, this inte-
gral can be rewritten as a surface integral 
y(~) = J dS exp{-i ~ · ~} (4) 
s 
In practice, y can only be observed in some band 
limited range of the values of the magnitude k of 
the vector k. Thus, the following function is in-
troduced: -
k~ s k :: k+ 
otherwise 
with k± the bandlimits of interest. 
(5) 
The POFFIS identity for the singular function 
of the scattering surface is as follows: 
R ~ 8 (~) - a~ i r2 w- 1 us(~. w) exp{-2i w r/c} , 
k- s k s k+ (6) 
The quantities in this expression are described in 
the following list: 
R reflection coefficient. 
r range to the region of the scattering sur-
face. 
w frequency in radians/second. 
us backscattered impulse response. 
c speed of propagation in the host medium 
(in this case, the titanium ball). 
The value of k is given by 
k = 2lwl/c , 
while the direction, k, is given by 
k = r sgn w • 
Here r is the direction of the source-receiver, 
r = r r . This result is derived in [2] by the 
authors. 
(7) 
(8) 
When observations of the backscatter are made 
in all directions r , then Fourier inversion in (6) 
produces a three dimensional "sine" function, i.e., 
the band limited singular function. This function 
peaks on the scattering surface. When observations 
are made over some limited range of aspect angles, 
then Fourier inversion of (6) produces the band 
limited singular function in the region where the 
normal to the surface S is in the range of back-
scatter directions of observation. Outside of this 
range of directions, the inversion produces a tan-
gential continuation of the aspect-angle-limited 
surface. If the scattering surface has an edge and 
the normal to the edge is within the range of 
observation directions, then the Fourier inversion 
will reproduce the edge "sharply". Both theoret-
ical support and computer demonstration of these 
results can be found in the above cited references 
or in [17]. 
In particular, we state the following result 
from [2] on the asymptotic inversion of (6). 
R(l-vlKlS)-l/ 2 (l-v 2 2s)-lh sinks I k+ 
RyB(~) - 11 s k_ 
s f. 0 (9) 
R(k+ - k_)/11, s = 0 
Here, s is the coordinate shown in Fig. l; K1 and 
K2 are the principle curvatures at the point on S 
back along the normal to S from~; v 1 and v2 are 
equal to ±l according to whether (+lJ or not (-1) 
x is on the same side 0f S as the center of curva-
ture associated with K1 , 2 . 
One can verify from (9) that asymptotically 
Ry (x) peaks at s = 0, i.e., on the scattering sur-faSe~ Furthermore, multiplication of the peak 
value by 11 and division by the bandwidth provides 
an estimate of the reflection coefficient and, 
hence, a means of classifying the material inside 
the flaw (with void a special case of inclusion). 
C0t4PUTER IMPLH1ENTATION 
Our original computer implimentation was based 
on the assumption of a homogeneous, spherical 
"trailer hitch" test object. Precision experiments 
carried out by experimentalists at Rockwell (B. , 
Tittmann, J. Martin and R.K. Elsley) made it appar-
ent that these were unreasonable assumptions. The 
asphericity of the test objects proved to be on the 
order of 200 microns. The velocity variations are 
on the order of 100 m/s. Each of these leads to 
ranging variations on the order of 400 microns. 
Since we are seeking to image flaws with radial 
values ranging from 100-600 microns, these are 
clearly unacceptable errors. 
To overcome these difficulties, two extensions 
of the basic computer algorithm were required, 
namely, that ~oth r and c in (6) were allowed to be 
functions of r . The assumption r = r(r) is im-
plicit in (6) and thus this extension required only 
a revision of the computer algorithm. Accommoda-
tion of c = c(r) is somewhat more ad hoc in that 
(i) this is not, in fact, a true model of the 
inhomogeneous host medium and (ii) in a rigorous 
theory, this would change the dispersion relation 
(7) and make the identity (6) invalid. Nonethe-
less, the assumption c = c(r) was also incorporated 
into the algorithm with (7) assumed valid under 
this assumption. Synthetic tests were performed 
and showed errors of less than 5% in the location 
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of the scattering surface and of less than 10% in 
the estimation of the reflection coefficient. For 
these tests, 3 < ka < 7. 
Thi~ extension should be viewed as a temporary 
measure to ailow us to process the experimental 
data to be described below. The present experi-
mental procedure requires a separate set of "con-
trol" experiments to estimate c(r) and r(r). In 
cooperation with the experimentalists at Rockwell, 
two alternati0e procedures have been proposed. In 
both procedures, wider band (including low fre-
quency) experimen-ts will be performed at each 
observation angle. In each procedure, the gain of 
performin9 a single wideband experiment in each 
direction of observation is counterbalanced by a 
loss of precision (on the order of 200-600 microns) 
in the absolute location of the flaw. This is 
viewed as a small loss and hence a worthwhile 
tradeoff. Since both of these procedures are con-
jectural and tentative and it is unclear which (if 
either) will ultimately be implemented, they will 
not be described at this time. 
APPLICATION TO REAL DATA 
He turn now to a description of the computer 
implementation of the Fourier inversion of (6) as 
applied to a real data set on a trailer hitch sam-
ple. The computer algorithm performs the three 
dimensional inversion in polar coordinates, inte-
grating in k = lkl and over the angles of observa-
tion k· The algorithm is designed to discretize 
the unit sphere over L latitudes and 2L longitudes, 
for 2L 2 data points in all. In the experiments · 
performed, L = 7, so that there are 98 directions 
over the entire sphere or about 12 observations 
required per octant. In fact, data was gathered in 
only 30 directions, 5 latitudes and 6 longitudes. 
The algorithm requires, at present, an accu-
rate recording of "zero time" for each experiment. 
This is defined to be the time when the peak of the 
pulse entires the trailer hitch from the trans-
ducer. It was assumed that for each of the 30 
backscattered records, the zero time preceded the 
turn-on time of the record by the same amount. 
To find this zero time (once and for all for 
this transducer) a separate experiment was per-
formed on a cylindrical sample. The first two re-
flections otf the flat surface to a transducer on 
the opposite flat surface were recorded. Observing 
the time between peaks and measuring back from the 
first peak an equal time provided our estimate of 
zero time. 
A second trailer hitch with a known spherical 
void was used to estimate the speed variations 
c(r). In fact, the speed was assumed to be a func-
tion of latitude alone and only five experiments 
were performed. Implicit in this means of finding 
speeds is the assumption that this lateral-only 
variation is similar from one trailer hitch to 
another. Furthermore, it was assumed that the 
trailer hitches were in fact spherical and the 
spherical void of the control object was indeed a 
well-centered sphere. Thus, all the burden of 
angular variations of the variables in (6) as well 
as all the possible inaccuracies of the control 
were imposed on the five values of the speed c. 
The values calculated are given in Table I, as a 
function of polar angle e. 
Table 
e c 
31.0 6032.9 
55. 15 6086.2 
73.40 6133.6 
90.0 6147.3 
106. 60 6106.4 
One further experiment was performed in which 
the signal from the transducer was introduced into 
a hemispherical sample. The reflection from the 
flat su:rface was used as a reference source for the 
purpose of deconvolution of the experimental re-
cor.ds to provide the equivalent impulse response. 
Fig. 2 
The r~sult of processing the data is shown in 
the ,perspective plot, Fig. 2. The output depicts 
sl igMl.Y more than an octant of a flaw which is 
obl.ate .and not symmetric with respect to the ver-
tical axis. In fact, the flaw is known to be an 
.oblate spheroid with diameters 400 llm by 800 1Jm. 
f<er such a body, tabulation in polar angle of r as 
,a filiiX~Cti.on of e may be carried out. In particular, 
the value :of r at 31 o is 223 1Jm. The output of the 
experiment .was 210 llm at the first three azimuthal 
angles and ·240 llm at the next three. At the equa-
tor, the values were 270, 300, 300, 345, 360, 
390 .1Jm .with varying azimuth. While the latter 
values are .extremely good the first three are some-
~~hat Jess ·satisfactory. It should be noted, how-
ever, that near the equator, 1.2 < ka < 3.6, with 
a the radius of curvature at the equator. Thus, in · 
additiun to all of the uncertainties described 
above, the theo.ry itself is only marginally valid 
here and .c,ertai.nly less so than at e = 31° where 
both the bound·s on ka are double of the above cited 
values. Ther.efore, these values are considered to 
be more than satisfactory. 
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PHYSICAL OPTICS INVERSION NOT IN FAR FIELD 
When it is not assumed that the scattering 
surface(s) is in the far field, the following inte-
gral equation may be derived for the singular func-
tion. 
Remarkably, this integral equation has an analyt-
ical inversion, namely, 
Here (us) denotes a transverse spatial transform of 
the observed data and the dispersion relation is 
k3 = sgn ~~w~ - k2 - k2 . (12) 
1 2 
This result was derived in the context of the seis-
mic inversion problem under the assumntion that the 
backscattered data is observed on a fiat (r3 = 
canst.) surface. It is clearly equally applicable 
to the non-destructive testinq oroblem with sim-
ilar geometry in the case where' the far field 
approximation is invalid. 
While (10) is a Fredholm integral equation of 
the first kind, the integral operator is non-com-
pact and the inversion of the integral equation is 
well conditioned. The asymptotic solution (11) 
shm~s a division by w; the exact solution contains 
only one other term with a division by w2. How-
ever, in three dimensions these factors are con-
terbalanced by a factor of w2 = c2(k2 + k2 + k2) 
in the volume element of the Fourier1 inve~sion~ 
Thus, perturbations of the data near w = 0 cause no 
excessive perturbations of the solution. Further-
more, the differentiation a/aw is equivalent to the 
Fourier transform of the data multiplied by t. 
Thus, for an appropriate class of data (e.g., ex-
periments which are turned off after a finite time) 
this differentiation causes no ill-conditioning. 
Finally, in real world problems, there is always an 
upperbound on the frequency range of the observa-
tions. In this case, perturbations of the data 
which are too small (e.g., on the order of a half-
wave-length or less at maximum frequency) will pro-
duce too small (e.g., zero) a perturbation in the 
solution. This is not ill-conditioning, in which 
small changes in the data produce unacceptably 
large changes in the solution, but is merely a 
demonstration of the uncertainty principle. Thus, 
for all practical purposes, the inversion (11, 12) 
or (10) is well-conditioned. It is our experience 
that this is generally true of this class of lin-
earized inverse problems. 
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Unidentified Speaker: Just a 
to do with the amount of 
arithmetic, you can do. 
the result gets. 
SUMMARY DISCUSSION 
(N. Bleistein) 
quick question. You made a comment in your talk having 
calculations you can do and the amount of number-matching; 
You said that the more number-matching you do, the worse 
Norm Bleistein: What I was saying is that if I have to correct to the cosine factor 
after the fact-- you know, it's like post-processing arithmetic where I got to 
use three pieces of data to know where the normal to the surface is, but I got 
to take-- I have to correct for directional derivatives with the normal. It's 
not a nice kind of calculation to do, and I would prefer not to do it. It turns 
out that now, because of the extra (inaudible) I don't have to do it at all. 
That cosine factor is no longer in the problem. It's just eliminating a post-
processing problem. It has nothing to do with the direct number punching. The 
method you quoted is really a Fourier type integration, extremely stable. There 
was noise in this data. The line along the equator, every set of data points 
along the equator was noisy because that's where these pieces of fusion bonded, 
and you could see both in the time record and in the Fourier transform record. 
The Fourier transform of the signal along the equator, 10, 15 percent noisier. 
Really jumped. In fact, that showed up in one of Bernie's pictures yesterday as 
well (inaudible) did not mess up the method at all, and it's really what we expect 
because we're doing integration. We never do differentiations; we never do 
divisions. 
Unidentified Speaker: For the sake of the trailer hitch, what kind of accuracy did 
you require on your velocity data? 
Norm Bleistein: I will give you some numbers for that. Every seven meters per second 
makes an error of 30 microns. All right? But now what I'm saying is: by using 
low-frequency measurements, we can make that be an error in absolute location 
rather than an error in the size of the flaw. That's what I really expect we're 
going to have. That's also what our preliminary analysis shows. And Dick reminded 
me of that yesterday, and Jim mentioned it the other day, and I'm dense, and it 
finally got through. So, that's the point. In other words, how you want to set 
errors in the velocity. And you will likely make errors on the order of 200 
microns of the absolute locality of the flaw, but the errors on the order of 
30 microns in the size of the flaw. All the processing for all those 30 lines, 
ten seconds on a CDC 6600, less than ten seconds on a ciber 76 to do that 
processing. 
David Lee (Applied Mechanical Res. Lab-WPAFB): You seem to be coming perilously close 
in this last point to saying something which I'm sure you're not saying, i.e., 
that Fourier inversion is a boundary operation. 
Norm Bleistein: If I look at Fourier integral~ (inaudible) Fourier integral units, 
plus or minus (inaudible) therefore, that's not an ill-posed problem doing 
Fourier inversion. Fourier discretization gives you all the eigen values on the 
same circle, all right? I do not use a stiff matrix. If you discretize the 
Fourier transform, the one integral inverse problems are not exact operators with 
integrals bounded away from zero. If you discretize incorrectly, you make a whole 
column of zeroes in the matrices' discretization, and that's what people regularly 
do. If you discretize properly, you can bound the integrals away from zero to 
discrete problems, which is only just because a continuous problem has no values. 
When you do that the dumbest kind of inversion works. 
David Lee: That seems very strange because I think it exhibits functions everywhere 
different wherever you please. 
Norm Bleistein: That's because what you're doing, you can always do that when you 
take the perturbation of the function, integral perturbation, to be less one 
over delta K where within the scale --
David Lee: Oh, sure. 
Norm Bleistein: I can't do it. 
David Lee: Okay, fine. 
Norm Bleistein: If you ask me to do that. 
(continued) 
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N. Bleistein (continued discussion) 
David Lee: The last contradicts what you're saying and what the facts are. 
Gordon Kino (Stanford University): I think you can't get super resolution unless 
you --
Norm Bleistein: That's right. Delta K times delta X is a half or something like 
that. 
Gordon Kino: If you try to overdo it, you're in trouble. 
Norm Bleistein: We all agree on that. 
# # 
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